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CARBON FIBER FRAME
Anatomically correct design
12K aerospace carbon fiber Military Spec
Ultra lightweight impact distributing structure

ASYMMETRI-GLIDE HINGE
Tracks the natural “rolling-gliding” motion of the knee joint
Accurate track hole pattern
Adjustable ext. regulator from 10º to 30º
Condyle shims for ﬁne tuning ﬁt

TELE-TRI PATELLA CUP
Telescoping Three piece design
Easily removable
High impact Nylon 6 material
Full range of motion coverage of the knee cap
Thermo-Formed EV50 shock absorbent foam padding

CARBON CELL FEATURES

D.A.U. CUFF
Dual Adjustment accommodates leg growth
Multiform rigid lateral support
Uniform rigid lateral support

ANTI-ROTATION TETHER

(OPTION - NOT INCLUDED)

Links the brace to the boot, making them as one
Transfers forces of a lower leg rotation
Adjustable to suit each individual

STRAPS
Standard adjustable strapping

WATER RESISTANT
Non-corrosive metals
Non-corrosive composites
Hand washable soft materials

UNDERSLEEVES

(included with braces)

Conically tapered cut to match the legs’ natural contour
Ventilated mesh promotes air ﬂow
Reduces heat build up by wicking moisture away from skin
Flat stitched quad seam for a smooth, durable ﬁnish
Durable fold-over elastic band

INCLUDED
WITH BRACES

CARBON CELL SIZING
Asterisk Knee Brace is proud to announce the ALL-NEW Carbon Cell 1 (CC1). Our dedication to making the finest
quality, fitting and performing knee braces in the world has led us to the design and development of the CC1. The CC1
is manufactured from Military Spec and Aerospace grade carbon fiber prepreg that is made in America, the finest in the
world. Our focus during the design and development of the CC1 was making the slimmest, lightest, most comfortable knee

BLACK [PAIR]
S

7105052

M

7105053

L

7105054

XL

7105055

brace in the world. We wanted a brace that fit so well on your leg, it looks like it’s painted on, and we hit a home run!
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1249.95 [PAIR]

RRP $

A.R.C. CUFF
Adjustable Retention Control
Multiform rigid lateral support
Built in Anti-Rotation connection
Stainless steel retention strips
Inverted adjustment increases lateral rigidity
Thermo-Formed EV50 shock absorbent foam padding

TELE-TRI PATELLA CUP
Telescoping Three piece design
Easily removable
High impact Nylon 6 material
Full range of motion coverage of the knee cap
Thermo-Formed EV50 shock absorbent foam padding

A.C.M. FRAME
Anatomically correct design
Carbon ﬁber epoxy matrix
Rigid & lightweight, impact distributing structure

ULTRA CELL 3.0 FEATURES

ASYMMETRI-GLIDE HINGE
Tracks the natural “rolling-gliding” motion of the knee joint
Asymmetrical design allows each hinge to set properly
Allows for automatic tibia alignment of lower frame
Adjustable ext. regulator from 0º to 30º
Condyle shims for ﬁne tuning ﬁt

ANTI-ROTATION TETHER
Links the brace to the boot, making them as one
Transfers forces of a lower leg rotation
Adjustable to suit each individual

THERMO-FORMED PADDING
Thermo-Formed for precise ﬁt
Forms to leg shape using your body heat
Easy cleaning

WATER RESISTANT
Non-corrosive metals
Non-corrosive composites
Hand washable soft materials

UNDERSLEEVES

(included with braces)

Conically tapered cut to match the legs’ natural contour
Ventilated mesh promotes air ﬂow
Reduces heat build up by wicking moisture away from skin
Flat stitched quad seam for a smooth, durable ﬁnish
Durable fold-over elastic band

INCLUDED
WITH BRACES

RED [PAIR]

ULTRA CELL 3.0 SIZING
Introducing the new Ultra Cell 3.0™. With continued ultimate support as in the current Ultra Cell, we have trimmed down
the profile of the liners and made getting in and out of the brace very easy with 4 snap-in strap liner attachments, also
allowing independent adjustment for the best comfort and support. Although many of our customers have been extremely

S

7105181

M

7105182

17" ~18"

L

7105183

XL

7105184

(in)

13" ~ 14 7/8"

(cm)

33.02 ~ 35.7

36 ~ 39.5

40.2 ~ 42.7

43 ~ 45.6

SML

MED

LRG

XLG

141/4" ~153/4" 157/8" ~167/8"

satisfied with the Ultra Cell with the BOA system, we felt it necessary to have a lower profile model with a quick release system
available as an option.
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1199.95 [PAIR]

RRP $

TELE-TRI PATELLA CUP
Telescoping Three piece design
Easily removable
High impact Nylon 6 material
Full range of motion coverage of the knee cap
Thermo-Formed EV50 shock absorbent foam padding

A.C.M. FRAME
Anatomically correct design
Carbon ﬁber epoxy matrix
Rigid & lightweight, impact distributing structure

ASYMMETRI-GLIDE HINGE
Tracks the natural “rolling-gliding” motion of the knee joint
Asymmetrical design allows each hinge to set properly
Allows for automatic tibia alignment of lower frame
Adjustable ext. regulator from 0º to 30º
Condyle shims for ﬁne tuning ﬁt

CELL FEATURES

ANTI-ROTATION TETHER
Links the brace to the boot, making them as one
Transfers forces of a lower leg rotation
Adjustable to suit each individual

THERMO-FORMED PADDING
Thermo-Formed for precise ﬁt
Forms to leg shape using your body heat
Easy cleaning

WATER RESISTANT
Non-corrosive metals
Non-corrosive composites
Hand washable soft materials

A.R.C. CUFF
Adjustable Retention Control
Multiform rigid lateral support
Built in Anti-Rotation connection

UNDERSLEEVES

(included with braces)

Conically tapered cut to match the legs’ natural contour
Ventilated mesh promotes air ﬂow
Reduces heat build up by wicking moisture away from skin
Flat stitched quad seam for a smooth, durable ﬁnish
Durable fold-over elastic band

INCLUDED
WITH BRACES

RED [PAIR]

ULTRA CELL & CELL SIZING
The Cell™ Knee Protection System is built on more than 10+ years of time-tested and proven designs. Several patented
revolutionary design concepts come together in unison to create this System: the A.R.C. Cuff has the ability to be totally
adjustable for ﬁt, yet remain rigid; simple, low proﬁle strapping system; a natural free-motion, rolling-gliding hinge follows the

[in]

13” ~ 13 -7/8”

14” ~ 14 -7/8”

15” ~ 15 -7/8”

16” ~ 16 -7/8”

[cm]

33.02 ~ 35.24

35.56 ~ 37.78

38.10 ~ 40.32

40.64 ~ 42.86

SML

MED

LRG

XLG

natural movement of the knee; carbon ﬁber matrix, tibial plateau-capturing frame design provides strong, yet lightweight
protection: brace-to-boot tether attachment helps prevent lower leg rotation; plus the full-time, full-coverage patella cup
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offers superior coverage.

ORANGE [PAIR]

S

7104111

S

7104667

M

7104112

M

7104668

L

7104113

L

7104669

XL

7104114

XL

7104670

1099.95 [PAIR]

RRP $

TELE-TRI PATELLA CUP
Telescoping Three piece design
Easily removable
High impact Nylon 6 material
Full range of motion coverage of the knee cap
Thermo-Formed EV50 shock absorbent foam padding

A.N.I. FRAME
Anatomically correct design
Glass fill Nylon 6 Injected composite
Rigid & lightweight, impact distributing structure

SYMMETRI-GLIDE HINGE
Tracks the natural “rolling-gliding” motion of the knee joint
Accurate track hole pattern
Adjustable ext. regulator from 10º to 30º

ANTI-ROTATION TETHER

JUNIOR CELL FEATURES

Links the brace to the boot, making them as one
Transfers forces of a lower leg rotation
Adjustable to suit each individual

D.A.U. CUFF
Dual Adjustment accommodates leg growth
Uniform rigid lateral support

STRAPS
Standard adjustable strapping

DUAL STAGE PADDING

(included with braces)

Neoprene lined frame for greater comfort
Comes in two thicknesses to accommodate leg growth
Two sizes of joint pads for individual adjustment

WATER RESISTANT
Non-corrosive metals
Non-corrosive composites
Hand washable soft materials

UNDERSLEEVES

(included with braces)

Conically tapered cut to match the legs’ natural contour
Ventilated mesh promotes air ﬂow
Reduces heat build up by wicking moisture away from skin
Flat stitched quad seam for a smooth, durable ﬁnish
Durable fold-over elastic band

INCLUDED
WITH BRACES

JUNIOR CELL SIZING

Riding and racing motorcycles is serious business – even for the kids. There is no doubt their growing knees need and deserve
protection, and the Asterisk Junior Cell™ Knee Protection System is ready to do the job. Revolutionary design meets simple,
stress-free fastening to create a comfortable and user-friendly brace for the pros of tomorrow. Sometimes the bike needs
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protection too so we’ve added a special guard to the hinge area. (Your riding pants and tank graphics will thank you!)

[in]

10 -1/4” ~ 13 -7/8”

[cm]

26.04 ~ 32.70

Adjustable padding for a
custom ﬁt included.

JUNIOR CELL [PAIR]
L - XL
RRP $

7104615

569

.95 [PAIR]

CARBON FIBER FRAME
Anatomically correct design
12K aerospace carbon fiber
Ultra lightweight, impact distributing structure

TELE-TRI PATELLA CUP
Telescoping Three piece design
Easily removable
High impact Nylon 6 material
Full range of motion coverage of the knee cap
Thermo-Formed EV50 shock absorbent foam padding

SYMMETRI-GLIDE HINGE
Tracks the natural “rolling-gliding” motion of the knee joint
Accurate track hole pattern
Adjustable ext. regulator from 10º to 30º

ANTI-ROTATION TETHER

MICRO CELL FEATURES

Links the brace to the boot, making them as one
Transfers forces of a lower leg rotation
Adjustable to suit each individual

D.A.U. CUFF
Dual Adjustment accommodates leg growth
Uniform rigid lateral support

STRAPS
Standard adjustable strapping

DUAL STAGE PADDING

(included with braces)

Neoprene lined frame for greater comfort
Comes in two thicknesses to accommodate leg growth
Two sizes of joint pads for individual adjustment

WATER RESISTANT
Non-corrosive metals
Non-corrosive composites
Hand washable soft materials

UNDERSLEEVES

(included with braces)

Conically tapered cut to match the legs’ natural contour
Ventilated mesh promotes air ﬂow
Reduces heat build up by wicking moisture away from skin
Flat stitched quad seam for a smooth, durable ﬁnish
Durable fold-over elastic band

INCLUDED
WITH BRACES

We would like to introduce for 2019 the new Micro Cell™. The Micro Cell is designed specifically for the younger rider,

MICRO CELL SIZING

approximately 5-10 years old, depending on size and weight. This is also the first of our “Slim Line” of carbon knee braces.
The Micro Cell™ has an epoxy prepreg carbon frame, made in our factory in Corona, California, with a full coverage
patella cup and hyperextension stops ranging from 0-30 degrees (similar to our current Jr Cell). It is also equipped with our
true motion hinge. This brace offers rigid lateral arms for the best support and lowest profile. The Micro Cell™ assures all the
important areas of knee protection are addressed which most other braces do not offer.
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[in]

10 -1/4” ~ 13 -7/8”

[cm]

26.04 ~ 32.70

Adjustable padding for a
custom ﬁt included.

MICRO CELL [PAIR]
SLIM O/S
RRP $

7104727

569

.95 [PAIR]
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ZERO G PERFORMANCE PANT

1

Cordura® Built-in Gear Guard

3

Velcro® enclosure

ZERO G PERFROMANCE PANT SIZING

Anti-Rotation Tether Slot

ZERO G PANT
S

7102953

M

7102954

L

7102955

XL

7102956

149.95

RRP $

After much research and seeing a rising need for this type of product, we decided to design something functionally better in a knee
brace product for athletes. Previously, available products consisted of knee brace sleeves and one-piece sock/sleeve combinations.
Each of these offers support but would greatly benefit from some additional modifications to be thoroughly effective.

ASTERISK ‘ATHLETE’ T-SHIRT

Knee brace sleeves are satisfactory for acting as a barrier between the brace and the skin, but with very little other aid. In addition,
the sock/sleeve combinations simplify the product but oftentimes causes the brace to slip based on the sock design.
Our brand new Zero G Performance Knee Brace Pant was born out of a need and solution for those who require this product in their
sport. The pant envelops the knee brace, which allows it to keep the brace in place utilizing compression from the hips. The oversleeve in the pant seals the brace into the pocket with a Velcro® enclosure located at thigh area. It also compresses any brace
portions that may typically get caught on a moto pant. It makes it simpler to slide the pants over the knee brace as well as allowing
the brace to move without restraint under the pants, while athletes are training. Additionally, the pant features a Cordura® Built-in
Gear Guard and Anti-Rotation Tether Slots.

ATHLETE TEE
S

2114289

M

2114290

L

2114291

XL

2114292

2XL

2114293

RRP $
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29.95

Current Australian MX1 Champion TODD WATERS wears the All New CARBON CELL
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